A variety of operations of cellular automata on gray images is presented. All operations are of a wave-front nature finishing in a stable state. They are used to extract shape descripting gray objects robust to a variety of pattern distortions. Topographic terms are used: "lakes", "dales", "dales of dales". It is shown how mutual object relations like "above" can be presented in terms of gray image analysis and how it can be used for character classification and for gray pattern decomposition. Algorithms can be realized with a parallel asynchronous architecture.
Introduction
Given an infinite graph I where each vertex called an element is connected to 8 neighboring elements. Each nine connected elements is a neighborhood. Elements in a neighborhood are abbreviated like this, where e5 denotes a central element. Elements have a numeric value. Additionally, an element may be marked in a certain way. An instance of the graph where each element contains a certain value or/and a mark is called an image. Marks specify subgraphs. If all elements are marked in the same way or not marked at all, an image is called gray or single-phased. If some elements are marked differently -an image is called a multiphase image. One of the phases may be called a background. A subgraph may be called an object, a subgraph is called gray if its elements contain different values.
On an image, a pattern is any combination of elements exposing for an observer a certain unity to consider. For example, a human may see three patterns each resembling a letter "A". They do not have to be marked in any way as such or marked at all.
Any element may be put in functional dependency to its own value and values of its neighbors. Let us call these functions e5 = F(e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8 ) "cell-functions". Note that the element accepting the function value is in the same graph as its neighborhood. This kind of functions is of interest in this article.
Occasionally, we may need a second image M which usually contains a copy of I made before some operations on I. Let em be a corresponding element of M. Then "cell-functions" are e5 = F(em, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8 ). em may be called "corresponding_original_element" for clarity.
Let S-original be an initial image of the graph. At a certain moment F will be "turned on". If there is a machine modeling the graph and the functions, it would go through the process when each element value may change many times. As it is known in cellular automata, the process may be indefinite. Let us consider functions which result in a finite process. S-final is a final image when no element is changing its value. Such process is called operation and is determined by a cell-function. Results of operation depend on S-original as well as on M and may vary. There could be no change, a new gray image, zeroing all values or maximizing them, or a multiphase image. 8 directions are introduced: "up", "left", "down", "right", "left-up" and so on. Their intuitive meaning is sufficient for now. Also I feel that topographical terminology is very suitable for the description of the gray-level patterns, so there will be "lakes" and "dales", intuitive meaning of which is clear.
Chapter 1. Basic operations Simple example
A simple cell-function may look like this: e = min (e1,e4,e7); if (e5<e) then e5 = e; An initial S-original and the result S-final of the operation is shown here on the same picture. Both are gray images. Blue, dark area denotes Soriginal with "I"-pattern. Its values have not changed as the result of this operation. Other values, in yellow, light areas represent the result of this operation. Processing other patterns or during other operations, the original values shown on dark may change too. As simple as it is, this function is valuable since, for example, it helps to distinguish between "I"-patterns and "-"-patterns.
Operation "fill-dales-opened-down-and-lakes" Let us define this operation like el = min (e1,e2,e3,e4); er = min (e1,e2,e3,e6); if (e5<el OR e5<er) then e=max(el,er); and apply it to a "cross"-pattern below. Note that it is a gray single-phase image. The result is below on the right.
Operation "fill-dales-opened-down-and-lakes" applied to "A"-pattern Operation "remove-dales"
After the previous operation which have filled the pattern, another function is applied: e = min (e1,e2,e3,e4,e6,e7,e8,e9); if (e5>e AND e5>corresponding_original_element) then e5 = corresponding_original_element; This operation removes dales. What is left, is the pattern with lakes filled. See the left picture below. The difference between this "lake-filled" pattern and the original one is seen on the next picture to the right.. We can say that this is a pattern of the lake of original "A"-pattern. Note that this is two-phase image. Previous images were gray single-phased. This one can be called "gray object on white background" because we know that 0 here represents a phase with all elements equal 0, i.e. "no difference". It is not another unknown "gray" value.
Described operations belong to the class of the "mathematical morphology" operations like erode, dilate, opening, closing, and so on. There are 8 direction on which they can work: d1, d2, d3, d4, d6, d7, d8, d9 ( left, left-top, top, and so on ), named after the neighborhood elements. The reason why I have chosen directional terms over topographical which may sound reasonable since I use "lakes" and "dales" is that usually patterns in human perception are associated with directions: above, below, left, leg, height, horizontal, vertical, and so on.
Dale as a separate gray object
Here is the difference of "dale-filled" pattern with the original pattern. If we subtract the "lake" pattern, we obtain the pattern of the dale only. This is going to be a two-phase image "gray-pattern-on-white-background". There is no difficulty to find out that this pattern of the dale is below the lake. "A lake above a dale opened down. This is A"
Operation with "clean-opened-down" cell function As you noticed, the operation "fill-dales-opened-down-andlakes" fills more than it seems enough for dales to be considered "filled". Technically, these dales are open not only down, but to some extent left and right. To clean up, to produce more precise dales, dales which are opened only down, not left, right or up, the cell function "clean-opened-down" can be used:
This cell function can be explained like this. "If an element is bigger than the corresponding_original_element, then it has been filled as a dale. If surrounding elements neighboring from the direction opposite to the direction of the opening we are interested in are smaller, then the element dale value should be reduced. And it can not be smaller than the corresponding_original_element.". Here is the cross pattern after the operation "fill-dales-opened-down-and-lakes" and consequently after "clean-opened-down".
Multiple patterns are processed at the same time
Described operations give result when multiple patterns are present on the same image. Here is an example of such consecutive"fill-dales-opened-down-and-lakes", "clean-opened-down" operations. I want to say that the "lake" and "dale" features of multiple patterns can be extracted at the same time.
Operation "convex-hull"
So far in cell functions the operands with 4 elements where used. Let us see what happens with "A"-and "Cross"-patterns when the complete set of 4-element operands is applied. The function looks like this: d1 = min (e4,e1,e2,e3); d2 = min (e1,e2,e3,e6); d3 = min (e2,e3,e6,e9); d4 = min (e3,e6,e9,e8); d6 = min (e6,e9,e8,e7); d7 = min (e9,e8,e7,e4); d8 = min (e8,e7,e4,e1); d9 = min (e7,e4,e1,e2); if (e5<d1 OR e5<d2 OR e5<d3 OR e5<d4 OR e5<d6 OR e5<d7 OR e5<d8 OR e5<d9 ) then e5= max (d1,d2,d3,d4,d6,d7,d8,d9);
Convex hull operation fills all dales and lakes.
Chapter 2. Mutual Relations of Objects and Symbol Classification
In the previous chapter, I have shown how to segment out objects which are dales opened in a certain direction and lakes. As the result, since they are separated from the background, we can say that they are marked objects with gray elements. If there are many of them, they can be selected one by one. It is possible to measure histograms of them, areas, perimeters, and so on. These objects are highly indifferent to many distortions of patterns as size, noise, levels, orientation distortions and others. They can be extracted simultaneously at many locations on an image. They are good candidates to be features for pattern recognition. I'd like to introduce a relation which strengthen this claim.
Mutual Location, Boundary Conditions Stopping the Process
Once lakes and dales are extracted, is it easy to find their mutual location with element coordinates. But staying in the spirit of this article, I'd like to introduce a kind of "expansion" cell-functions which may help to accomplish the same. The function if (e5<e2) then e5 = e2; will expand down an object or higher values in an image. Expand indefinitely. In order to stop the process, a horizontal line of elements with the highest value should be placed below the area of interest. Above the area of interest, essentially above the object we are interested in to expand, there should be a horizontal line of elements with the lowest value, 0 in our case. The result of the expansion of the previously extracted object "lake" of the "A"-pattern with the mentioned boundary conditions is on the picture. This is "the lake expanded down". Then, if this image is laid on the image of the "dale-down" object with the operation AND, we have an object which is an intersection. If this object exists, it means that the lake is above the dale. Similarly, we can find mutual location in relation to other directions. With simple AND operators on 2 images, it is possible to divide the objects and find not only the existence of relations "above", "below", " to the left", but divide the objects into parts. For example, subtraction of current image from the image of "dale-down" object, will give us 2 objects. Then is it possible to repeat "mutual location" experiments. Also with this approach we may find about subtler relations, for example if a lake wider than the dale. If it is wider, there will be no objects after subtraction. We can find if a lake is "deeper" than a dale and so on..
Classification of patterns in terms of "lakes", "dales", and their mutual location
Let us take a quick glance on the latin alphabet letter properties in terms of "lakes", "dales" and their mutual location. The thoughts are summarized in the following table. Some of the more complex features will be considered later. Again, note that all images containing the patterns may be gray and significantly distorted. Expansion cell-functions can be used to decompose an original pattern into parts. Each part can go through further analysis. For example, below is the way to extract the middle part of the "A"-pattern. The lake object is expanded down and since it is a multiphase image, it is used to binarize the original pattern with a very simple function "if (e-expaned-lake>0) e5=e-original else e5 = 0". On the first picture, an intermediate stage is shown. Since the lake is gray, it may contain remnants of the lake walls. To clean it up, another binarization, now with the not expanded lake object "if (e-lake=0) e5=e-original else e5 = 0"is performed and the result is on the second picture. Note that the resulting images are two-phase. They contain gray objects on the background. The background phase elements here are assigned -1 value instead of 0 for clarity. To finish segmentation of the middle part we have to make similar procedure with the "dale-expanded-down" object.
There should be other ways to achieve the same or similar effect. Similarly, it is possible to remove parts related to lakes and dales from the original image, by, for example, subtraction of images. By expanding a lake (or a dale) to a different direction, we may obtain such things like top, left, "a leg" parts of the original image. This allows more subtle analysis and might be needed to recognize between different styles of the same "A"-pattern.
Expansion can be performed in 1, 2 or 3 directions. For example. On the first picture below, you can see a lake expanded down, up, and right with this cell-function: if (e5<e2 OR e5<e4 OR e5<e8) then e5 = max(e2, e4, e8)
This allows extraction of the "left-leg" of the "A"-pattern, by binarization of the first image and subtraction of it from the original image. One may say that this can be achieved without a special cell-function, since it is easy to find coordinates of the lake after it is extracted. Of course, but I want to show how it is done in the framework of this article, without the notion of coordinates. Besides, the operation "expansion" may be performed with the masking from another image in a way similar to what was done in "remove-dales" cell-function. It provides more ways to decompose an image.
Following the method, a logical thing to do is to invert the image. Then, the "leg", which is a "hill" becomes a dale and we can extract it as an object. On the second picture, you can see a part of the original image, inverted, after removing the expanded lake object area. It is a gray image, but removed part is a background "phase". Its elements are assigned to 0 to allow the dale extraction with the same method. The result is on the third image. It contains the gray object "left-leg" on the marked background. Its values are assigned to -1 to highlight that. The extracted dale is a "dale-opened-right", but we could extract a "dale-opened-up" or a "dale-opened-up-and-right'.
Dales of Dales
Since the extracted dale is a gray object, we can apply the same methods to it and obtain "dales of dales". Or "lakes of lakes". This might be useful in distinction of such patterns as "C" and "G". "G" pattern has a dale-opened-right of a dale-opened-right, while "C" pattern does not have this feature. The next three pictures show an original "G"-pattern, an object "dale-opened-right" of the original pattern, and an object "dale-opened-right" of the "daleopened-right". An image on the second picture is a multiphase image, but we ignore it. Since we used 0-value for the background phase, it is possible to apply the same sequence of operations to it.
